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The ProcessThe Process

• We started with the 8-setup STEP-NC file with• We started with the 8-setup STEP-NC file with 
the accompanying 3D PDF that showed the setup 
assumptions

• We preferred a 7-setup process plan and got one
• We found we needed more information on setup 

and tooling from the STEP-NC data and got it
• We cut parts in wax and steel and found we had 

to adjust speeds and feeds to suit our setupto adjust speeds and feeds to suit our setup
• We looked into cutting forces and spindle power



Dimensions look like a cube of dimensions 
85 mm X 85 mm X 82.5 mm.

H th t l t k i iHow can we see the actual stock size in 
the STEP-NC data?



Here we see the assumed 
stock size nicely.



The machinist needs to know the assumed coordinates of 
the locating faces in order to set up work coordinates 
properlyproperly.

The X coordinate of the raw stock’s right face is 42.5 mm, 
as shown here in the revised version of ST-Machine:

The orientation of the part is 
shown by this XYZ coordinate y
system diagram. This is good. 



Likewise, we can see the Z coordinate of the top of the 
part is 2.5 mm. 

But the machinist typically wants to set the coordinates 
of faces that will be placed against locating stops, such 

ll l t th i b tt th i b k d tas a parallel at the vise bottom, the vise back and a stop 
at the right face. These preferences vary by machinist. 

In our case, we want the right face, back face and bottom 
face to be (0 0 0) in XYZ respectivelyface to be (0, 0, 0) in XYZ, respectively. 



In the new version of ST-Machine, we can do this, and 
have set up offsets so the locating surfaces at each setup 
are (0, 0, 0) as we like. This means we only need to set up 
one work coordinate system saving lots of timeone work coordinate system, saving lots of time. 



An outside expert preferred to center the part in the vise 
during machine to evenly distribute clamping forces, and 

th hi ’ di l it t th tuse the machine’s perpendicularity to square up the part 
rather than using a machinist’s square.

We wanted to rework the data to include an initial setup in 
which three orthogonal surfaces were milledwhich three orthogonal surfaces were milled. 



Process planning expert Magnus graciously p g p g g y
prepared a new data set for us, a seven-setup 
sequence in which the first setup is used to lightly 
mill three perpendicular reference surfaces. These 
are then placed against our locating surfaces on 
th i f th t t S b t hi dthe vise for the next setup. Subsequent machined 
faces can then be used the same way. 



But what tools should we use? The “Tool for WS” 
tab shows us the selected one, Tool #12, a 12.7 mm 
diameter tool. 

The “Tools” tab brings up more detail:The “Tools” tab brings up more detail:



Tool RequirementsTool Requirements

• But we need to know whatBut we need to know what 
flexibility we have in 
choosing tools. 

D d tl 57 7– Do we need exactly a 57.7 mm 
cutting length?

– Can it be shorter? How much 
h t ?shorter?

– Can it be a bit narrower? Will 
12.5 mm be OK?

• This brought up the subject 
of tool requirements that we 
will be discussing later in thiswill be discussing later in this 
meeting. 



What we would do differentlyWhat we would do differently

• We would do this part in six setups• We would do this part in six setups
– the first of seven setups was clamped high to allow for 

the machining of large reference surfaces on the right 
d b k idand back sides

– since it was clamped high, we chose not to do 
pocketing operations that might pop the part outp g p g p p p

– we really only need small reference surfaces, so we 
can clamp more fully in the first setup and finish up all 
the operations at oncethe operations at once

• We would do spiral entry cuts for the pockets, 
using a face-cutting end mill for clean cuttingg g g



What we want addedWhat we want added

• We generate NC code at the end since our• We generate NC code at the end, since our 
Siemens 840D doesn’t support STEP-NC natively

• The machinist looks at the NC code during g
operation for reminders about what to do

• Reminders, via comments, should include: 
– how the part is to be oriented
– what reference surfaces should be used and at what 

coordinate valuescoordinate values
– what tool is being used and the chip loading
– what operation will be done
– how long this will take



Ideally, the STEP-NC 
process plan should come 

t f th CAM tout of the CAM system 
with all the information the 
machinist needs to set upmachinist needs to set up 
and machine the part. 

N ti k t i d!No sticky notes required!


